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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Claims 22-41 are pending in this application.

Drawings

2. The drawings filed on 05/23/2006 are acceptable for examination purposes.

Claim Objections

3. The following are objected to for lack of antecedent basis

a. "the received information" (Claim 38, line 12)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the

conditions and requirements of this title.

4. Claim 39 is directed towards descriptive material per-se and therefore do not

constitute patentable subject matter. A program realizes its functionality when taking

part in a computer readable medium. Because the claimed invention consists of a

program per-se the claimed invention is not able to realize its functionality and is

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101. (See MPEP 2106.01 [R-6] paragraphs 1&2)

5. Regarding claim 40, claim 40 is rejected for substantially the same reason as

claim 39 above.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1 ) an application for patent, published under section 1 22(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

7. Claims 22-41 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Ferrat

et al. (US 2005/0055382) hereafter Ferrat.

Regarding claim 22, Ferrat discloses A method of differentially updating stored data in a

mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version, the method

comprising the steps of:

loading differential update instructions into the mobile terminal; (Abs; 110007)

generating the updated data version by the mobile terminal from the stored data and the

loaded differential update instructions; fl[0013; U0027; H0032)

and detecting whether the stored data in the mobile terminal includes one or more

corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent with the first

data version; (^0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is

clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an
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"error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved

with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

and repairing, when generating the updated data version, any such detected corrupted

memory block. fl|0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is

clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an

"error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved

with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

Regarding claim 23 Ferrat discloses generating the differential update instructions

based on information about detected corrupted memory blocks, if any. fl|0024 while

Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure of

Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between

synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of

business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

Regarding claim 24, claim 24 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 23

above.

Regarding claim 25, claim 25 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 24

above.
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Regarding claim 26, claim 26 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 23

above. Note that Ferrat discloses "providing] the necessary interface for resolving

errors and conflicts between synchronized data. It is therefor apparent that selection of

error correction is up to the user and therefore error correction is excludable.

Regarding claim 27, claim 27 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 22

above. Note that lf0007 specifically discusses remote processing devices.

Regarding claim 30, claim 30 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 22

above. Note that Unisync detects and resolves errors and conflicts and is resident to

both the central database and the remote terminals. Therefore conflict resolution is able

to be processed at both the mobile terminal and the central database.

Regarding claim 31 , claim 31 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 22

above.

Regarding claim 37, Ferrat discloses a mobile terminal comprising: a data memory for

storing data; (Fig 6, 104; ^0007)

communications means adapted to receive from a data processing system differential

update instructions for updating data stored in the data memory from a first data version

to an updated data version; (Abs; 1J0027; 110120)

processing means adapted to generate the updated data version from the stored data
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and from the received differential update instructions, (Abs, H0027) wherein the

processing means is further adapted to:

generate information from the stored data indicative of the presence or absence of one

or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent with

the first data version; (H0024)

and communicate the generated information via the communications means to the data

processing system for generating the differential update instructions. (H0024)

Regarding claim 38, Ferrat discloses a data processing system for facilitating

differentially updating stored data in a mobile terminal from a first data version to an

updated data version, (Abs, U0027) the data processing system comprising:

means for loading differential update instructions into the mobile terminal, the differential

update instructions causing the mobile terminal to generate the updated data version

from the stored data and the loaded differential update instructions; (H001 3; 1J0027;

H0032)

the data processing system further comprising:

means for receiving information from the mobile terminal indicative of the presence or

absence of one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored wherein data that is

inconsistent with the first data version; fl[0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a

"corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted

memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and
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thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by

Ferrat)

and processing means adapted to generate the differential update instructions from the

first and updated data versions and from the received information; (^0024 while Ferrat

does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat

that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between

synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of

business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

and include repair instructions into the differential update instructions, wherein the repair

instructions are adapted to cause the mobile terminal to repair any such detected

corrupted memory block. fl|0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory

block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall

under an "error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and thus would be detected

and resolved with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

Regarding claim 39 Ferrat discloses a computer program comprising program code

means adapted to cause a mobile terminal to differentially update stored data in the

mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version (Abs) by performing

the following steps, when the program is executed on the mobile terminal:

generating information from the stored data indicative of the presence or absence of

one or more corrupted memory blocks having stored therein data that is inconsistent

with a first data version; (1J0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory
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block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall

under an "error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and thus would be detected

and resolved with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

loading differential update instructions into the mobile terminal; fl]0024 while Ferrat

does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat

that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between

synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of

business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

and generating the updated data version by the mobile terminal from the stored data

and the loaded differential update instructions, including repairing any such detected

corrupted memory block. fl|0024 while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory

block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall

under an "error [or] conflict between synchronized data" and thus would be detected

and resolved with "some level of business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

Regarding claim 40 Ferrat discloses a computer program comprising program code

means adapted to cause a data processing system to facilitate differentially updating

stored data in a mobile terminal from a first data version to an updated data version

(Abs) by performing the following steps, when the program is executed on the data

processing system:

generating differential update instructions from the first and updated data versions and

from information received from the mobile terminal, wherein the received information is
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indicative of the presence or absence of one or more corrupted memory blocks having

stored therein data that is inconsistent with the first data version, wherein generating

differential update instructions comprises including repair instructions into the differential

update instructions, wherein the repair instructions are adapted to cause the mobile

terminal to repair any such detected corrupted memory block; (^0024 while Ferrat does

not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure of Ferrat that a

"corrupted memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between synchronized

data" and thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of business logic" as

disclosed by Ferrat)

and loading the generated differential update instructions into the mobile terminal, the

differential update instructions causing the mobile terminal to generate the updated data

version from the stored data and the loaded differential update instructions. (^0024

while Ferrat does not disclose a "corrupted memory block" it is clear from the disclosure

of Ferrat that a "corrupted memory block" would fall under an "error [or] conflict between

synchronized data" and thus would be detected and resolved with "some level of

business logic" as disclosed by Ferrat)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

8. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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9. Claims 27 - 28 and 41 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ferrat.

Regarding claim 28, while Ferrat does not disclose a wireless communications link,

Ferrat does disclose communication via an internet protocol (H0120) and because

wireless routers using TCP/IP are very well known and common to those of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to connect over a wireless router.

Regarding claim 29, claim 29 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 28

above.

Regarding claim 41 , claim 41 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 29

above.

1 0. Claims 32 - 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Ferrat in further view of Kocher et al (US 6,289,455) hereafter Kocher.

Regarding claim 32, Ferrat does not necessarily disclose calculating and using

checksums to verify memory integrity, however Kocher discloses using such

checksums. (Col 27, line 57 - Col 28, line 4) Because checksums used to calculate
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memory errors are well known to those of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention and Ferrat "provides the necessary interfaces for resolving errors and conflicts

between synchronized data." It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention to combine the teachings of Ferrat with the teachings of

Kocher in order to provide memory error checking through checksums.

Regarding claim 33, claim 33 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 32

above. Note that Kocher discloses "including checksums] in stored data" (Col 28, lines

2-4)

Regarding claim 34, Ferrat does not disclose using a message authentication code to

check reference checksums. As demonstrated by Kocher (Col 5, lines 4-12) and as is

well known in the art at the time of the invention, changes to data can be accompanied

by a message authentication code in order to assure the software data was not

tampered with and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to combine the teachings of Ferrat with the teachings of Kocher in

order to include a message authentication code for the checksums to further assure that

a data failure did not occur and that the information was not tampered with.

Regarding claim 35, claim 35 is rejected for substantially the same reason as claim 32

above. Note that comparing a transmitted data segment to a centralized data segment

is the most common and easiest to implement form of write operation verification and
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therefor is held to be either inherent or obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention over Kocher (Col 27, line 57 - Col 28, line 4)

Regarding claim 36, Ferrat does not disclose using one-way hash functions on the

memory block, However Kocher discloses using one-way hash operations for data

protection and verification (Col 26, line 54 - Col 27, line 5) it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the teachings of

Ferrat with the teachings of Kocher in order to provide further system security.

Conclusion

The prior art made of reference in this case is as follows:

a. Ferrat et al. (US 2005/0055382)

b. Kocher etal. (US 6,289,455)

The prior art made of record but not relied upon is considered pertinent to the

applicant's disclosure is as follows:

c. Marinelli et al. (US 2002/010910)

d. Zondervan et al. (US 6,51 6,327)

e. Multer etal. (US 6,757,696)

f. Yamaguchi et al. (US 2002/0198899)
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to BRUCE A. WITZENBURG whose telephone number is

(571)270-1908. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:00 - 6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Hosain Alam can be reached on 571-272-3978. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2166


